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One week, one cabinetmaker
Jean-François Œben (1721-1763)

To conclude this cycle One week, one cabinetmaker, we have the pleasure to

introduce you to Jean-François Œben, a genius cabinetmaker, who is still

famous for having designed King Louis XV’s cylinder secretary.

Like Cressent, Œben went beyond the scope of his cabinetmaking

profession to enrich it with mechanics. As Mathieu Criaerd (circa 1689-1776),

he developed a set of marquetry to decorate his furniture, which became his

trademark, the bottomless cubes. Brilliant, Œben became the King's

cabinetmaker and also worked for a prestigious clientele and was at the

heart of the transition from the Louis XV to the Louis XVI style.

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763)

Jean-François Œben was born in Heinsberg in 1721. Trained in Germany, he

arrived in Paris with his brother Simon around 1740 and passed through the

workshop of Charles-Joseph Boulle (1688-1754), one of the sons of the great

André-Charles, between 1751 and 1754. His rise was facilitated by his genius,

but also by his marriage to the sister of the cabinetmaker Roger

Vandercruse said Lacroix (1728-1799). Œben, just like his peer Mathieu

Criaerd, collaborated with the marchand mercier Lazare Duvaux (1703-1758)

who introduced him to the Marquise de Pompadour, his future patron.

On the death of Boulle, his master, in 1754, Œben recovered his title

of Ébéniste du Roi and obtained a workshop at the Gobelins, then another at

the Arsenal in 1756 before belatedly obtaining his Master in 1761. 

These two workshops allowed him to learn other techniques than

cabinetmaking alone in order to enrich his art. As the King's cabinetmaker,

he integrated mechanical techniques into his furniture without being

bothered by the corporations that reprimanded masters who did not

confine themselves to their specialities. This technical particularity allowed

him to receive rare commissions such as a secretary for the King Louis XV, a

table for the Dauphin then young Duke of Burgundy (1751-1761), various

pieces of furniture for Madame de Pompadour (1721-1764), while his brother

Simon worked for the Duke of Choiseul (1719-1785) and the Duke of

Penthièvre (1725-1793) at the Château de Chanteloup.

Jean-François Œben was a precursor of the transition from the Louis XV to

the Louis XVI style known as "Transition" style, developing a type of

furniture corresponding to the vogue of the “Greek” taste from the mid-

1750s. Following in the footsteps of Criaerd, who used diamond point

marquetry, Œben in turn developed a motif that became his own, the

bottomless cubes, intended to decorate the surfaces of his furniture, when

they were not carefully inlaid with flowers, in a sophisticated composition.

His creations are very similar to those of his brother Simon and his brother-

in-law, the cabinetmaker Roger Vandercruse said Lacroix. Not content with

just making simple furniture, Œben also specialised in making furniture

with mechanisms, the most famous and most successful of which is the

cylinder secretary of Louis XV. Begun in 1760, the most ambitious piece of

furniture of the 18th century was not completed by its creator who died in

1763. Marrying the widow of Œben, his master, Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-

1806) completed the secretary and delivered it to the King in 1769.

 

Œben and his clientele

He worked for a select clientele that he met through his collaboration with

Lazare Duvaux and which we know of through Oeben's after-death

inventory, mentioning the furniture in progress as well as its recipients. On

the death of the latter, the Marquise de Pompadour dealt directly with

Œben, buying more than 17 000 gold pounds worth of furniture from him

between 1761 and 1763. The Marquise's involvement was such that the most

beautiful pieces of wood from his workshop that were to be used in the

composition of his future furniture were reserved for her. This proximity

enabled him to gain access to new orders from the Court and the Garde-

Meuble, supplying in particular the Dauphine Marie-Josèphe de Saxe (1731-

1767) and her son the Duke of Burgundy, before working for the King. He also

had other prestigious clients such as the Dukes of Penthièvre and Choiseul,

and his reputation spread beyond the borders, as he supplied Christian IV,

Count Palatine of Zweibrücken (1722-1775) in Germany. 

 

An art in the service of the greatest

An ingenious cabinetmaker: the mechanical
furniture

With a privileged space at the Arsenal, Œben was able to devote himself to

mechanics thanks to the presence of a forge close to his workshops. He was

thus able to enrich his furniture with sliding doors, drawers, desks, trays or

cylinders, discovering secret compartments which genius consists in

responding only to a turn of the key.

 

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), Mechanical table called “à la Bourgogne”, circa 1760,
Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA10001) 

The young Duke of Burgundy (1751-1761), grandson of Louis XV, suffered

from an illness that affected his physical abilities. To make his life easier,

Œben supplied him with a piece of furniture that could be described as

multi-functional, acting as a writing and dining table, a bookcase, a storage

unit and a prie-Dieu, all in the shape of a small chest of five drawers. Once

opened, the drawers, doors, flaps, pigeonholes and rising bookcase reveal

their many secrets, allowing the young Duke to have almost everything at

hand. This piece of furniture earned Œben the title of Ébéniste mécanicien du

Roi and gave the name “à la Bourgogne” to a whole typology of tables with

mechanisms.

 

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-1806), Cylinder

secretary called “Desk of the King”, 1760-1769, Versailles, château de Versailles

(inv. V3750)

The delivery of the table with mechanism to the young Duke of Burgundy

and the awarding of the title of Ébéniste mécanicien du Roi earned Œben the

commission for the most exceptional piece of furniture in the history of

cabinetmaking. The idea of the cylinder cut into strips probably came from

him, demonstrating his technical genius in continuing the practice of

opening his furniture with just one turn of the key, freeing the cylinder and

the drawers simultaneously. The cylinder allowed the King to close and

reopen his secretary quickly without moving the papers on it.

It is decorated with a rich inlaid decoration of allegorical trophies whose

encyclopaedic subjects were designed by the intendant général des meubles de

la Couronne Gaspard Moïse Augustin de Fontanieu (1693-1767). Representing,

amongst other things, Mathematics, Astronomy or the Navy, they are

accompanied by panels of flowers, while the interior is decorated with

mosaics. Enriched with bronzes, the side figures represent Apollo and

Calioppe (muse of Epic Poetry and Eloquence). It is topped with a clock by

Jean-Antoine Lépine (1720-1814). This masterpiece, unfinished at the death

of Œben in 1763, was completed and delivered to the King by his apprentice

Riesener for the amount of 62 985 gold pounds.

 

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), Mechanical table with sliding top, circa 1761-1763, New
York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (inv. 1982.60.61)

The closeness of the cabinetmaker to the royal mistress, the Marquise de

Pompadour, gave the name “table à la Pompadour” to designate this model

of mechanical table with a sliding top, which the marquise appreciated very

much. The sliding table top releases a folding desk, two boxes with doors

and a drawer. Similar to the Duke of Burgundy's table, this type of furniture

is used for both writing and reading. The marquetry of the top is a real still

life evoking the tastes of the Marquise, such as architecture, painting, music

or even gardening. The heraldic towers of her coat of arms can even be seen

at the top of the corner falls. The openwork treatment of the legs is an

original feature without precedent in the history of cabinetmaking, which

allows the table to be integrated into the context of the “Greek” taste, which

favoured straight shapes in the early 1760s.

 

Create his trademark: the cube marquetry

Genius in marquetry and in the elaboration of floral compositions equalling

still lifes, Œben did not abandon the tradition of frieze marquetry, a

technique using only one species to vary the effects of veining, extended by

Criaerd with his diamond point backgrounds. Œben in turn developed his

own trademark frieze pattern, the bottomless cubes. It is possible that the

origin of this model is to be found in the Japanese lacquers that the

Marquise de Pompadour appreciated. This way of decorating a background

with a regular decoration was continued by Jean-Henri Riesener with the

rosette mosaics.

 

Towards the Louis XVI period: the “Greek”
taste

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), Drop-front, circa 1760, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA5166)

The “Greek” taste was the answer to certain amateurs who were tired of the

Rococo style and demanded art with more regular shapes. This weariness

manifested itself from the 1740s and encouraged the journey of the Marquise

de Pompadour's brother, Abel Poisson, the future Marquis de Marigny (1727-

1781), to Italy to immerse himself in the remains of Antiquity in order to

renew the arts between 1749 and 1751. 

Inspired by the discoveries of the archaeological sites of Herculaneum and

Pompeii, the “Greek” taste aimed to rediscover in the arts “the male, simple

and majestic manner of the ancient Greek architects (…)” according to the

architect Jean-François de Neufforge (1714-1791) in 1757. A set corresponding

to this ambition, consisting of a desk and its filling-cabinet, was delivered

for the court ambassador, Ange-Laurent de La Live de Jully (1725-1779), at the

same period. These architecturally shaped pieces of furniture, designed by

the ornamentalist Louis-Joseph Le Lorrain (1715-1759) and executed by the

cabinetmaker Joseph Baumhauer (died in 1772) with the assistance of the

bronzer Philippe Caffieri (1714-1774), were the ground for a radical renewal of

the style in the following decade. 

The beginning of the 1760s saw the culmination of the “Greek” taste,

characterised by rectilinear forms embellished with motifs directly inspired

by the ancient vocabulary. The latter combined fluting, garlands, friezes of

foliage or “Greek” motifs with cassolettes, lion and ram heads. 

Œben thus supplied architectural furniture, such as secretaries

and chiffoniers, to the Duke of Choiseul, preserved in the Musée du Louvre.

However, these often rigid creations remained very masculine in

appearance. At the instigation of the Marquise de Pompadour, Œben

developed a more feminine variant of the “Greek” taste, using less massive

shapes. The openwork legs of the sliding-top table in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art or the mahogany chest of drawers delivered for the Marquise

are examples of this.

 

The focus of the gallery

Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), Chest of drawers in the “Greek taste”, circa 1760-1763,
private collection (exhibited at Versailles in 2014-2015 and published in 18e aux sources du

design, cat. 52)

This avant-garde chest of drawers was one of the most sober creations of

18th century cabinetmaking. Seventeen of these chests of drawers were

inventoried at the time of the Marquise's death in her various residences,

including the château de Ménars ; others belonging to the Duke of Choiseul

at Chanteloup and several of them have been shown at the Galerie Léage.

A precursor in form, Jean-François Oeben was also a precursor in the use of

materials. Mahogany was introduced into Parisian cabinetmaking in the

mid-18th century and the Marquise de Pompadour was the first to acquire

these wood furniture from the marchand mercier Lazare Duvaux.

Encouraging the new taste, inspired by Antiquity, she ordered directly from

Œben a chest of drawers with two doors, considered to be of antique

inspiration, the chest of drawers in the “Greek” taste. Invented around 1760,

it has the originality of being covered only with mahogany plates, without

any marquetry or graining. It has a straight shape, with reduced exposed

bronzes, and only the legs and corners are curved. Its tripartite front

originates from the need to conceal a mechanism allowing the piece to be

closed with a turn of the key. This structure, topped by a narrow drawer in

the belt, was developed the following decade by Riesener, an apprentice of

Œben.

Jean-François Œben died on 21st of January 1763. His workshop, which

supplied the most prestigious members of the Court and participated in the

creation of the new style, was taken over by his successor Jean-Henri

Riesener, who married his widow after bitter rivalries with his other

apprentice Jean-François Leleu (1729-1807). Inheriting the workshop, the

challenge of Riesener was to complete the cylinder desk that he had the

honour of delivering to the King. 

 

In anticipation of our next reunion, you can discover our selection of Young

Collectors objects on our website: 

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

Find us on Instagram to follow our news !
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